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ADDING TO THE WOODPILE—An
employee of the Calloway County
Road Department, Stanley Hale,
tosses more pieces of wood by the
roadside. The wood is destined for
county resident's fireplaces, and is
part of the road department's
"Project firewood."
In Our 96th Year
•
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, March 8, 1975 15' Per Copy
INEXPENSIVE HEAT—Economical heating for county homes with fireplaces is
being provided by the Calloway County Road Department. Trees felled by the
right-of-way along county roads are cut to fireplace lengths and countians like
Jim McCuiston take them home for heating. (Photos by Nanci Peterson)
Many Families Utilize Road
Department's Project Firewood
By NANCI PETERSON
Quite a few Calloway County families
have discovered "Project Firewood," a
new and economical way to heat their
homes this winter, courtesy of the
Calloway County Road Department.
A new policy, the project has been in
existence since Jan. 1. Under the depart-
ment's new procedure, trees which were
cut and left to decompose naturally are
now cut into fireplace-size lengths and left
by the roadside for countians to remove.
"This wood is free, and available for
anyone willing to pick it up," said Rob
Walston, county road supervisor.
When the department accidently
discovered that wood cut into short lengths
disappeared from the right-of-way,
"Project Firewood" became standard
procedure. Although the new task requires
a small amount of additional effort,
Walston feels it is well worthwhile.
"We feel we're helping out our people,
by supplying them with firewood at no
cost. It's just there for the taking," said
Walston,.
Eight men assigned to the brush-
clearing crew remove shrubs and trees
from the right-of-way, which extends from
side-ditch to side-ditch on gravel roads. A
large bush-hog grader chops and shreds
objects as large as three to four inches in
diameter, saving a number of man-hours.
Although Walston declined to estimate
the number of ricks of firewood cut each
week by the brush clearing crew, the
department may be returning a small
portion of Cailoisay Countians' tax dollars
to them in the form of heat for their homes.
"This project has the support of us all,"
said County Judge Robert 0. Miller,
speaking for himself and magistrates Dan
Bazzell, Tommy Bogard, Ralph Bogard
and Gill Hopson.
Record Wheat Crop Possible
For 1975 ASCS Official Says
High wheat prices, prospects for con-
tinued strong demand, an open-ended
program, and good fall planting weather
all pint to a large 1975 wheat acreage, an
official of the Calloway County
Agricultural Stabilization and Con-
servation Service (ASCS) reported today.
"Most of these same factors were in
evidence a year ago when farmers
responded with a 21 per cent increase in
acreage for the 1974 crop," Glenn
Crawford, chairman of the Calloway
County ASC Committee, said.
The larger acreage with average
weather could produce a 1975 crop of more
than two billion bushels, according to the
February 'Wheat Situation report.
"However, Crawford continued, "if the
growing season is as bad as last year's, the
1975 harvest would probably be about the
same as 1974's, which was 1.8 billion
bushels."




The Murray division of Vanderbilt
Chemical Corporation has announced a
curtailment of operations here for about
four weeks, according to a statement
released this morning.
Ed Shinners, general manager of the
local plant, said the curtailment is to
"bring inventories in line," and will affect
about 15 workers.
"Shipments from the plant will continue,
as will certain maintenance, office, and
laboratory functions," the statement said.
The company blamed the need for this
curtailment on the general business
slowdown.
The short term layoffs will leave ap-
proximately 23 of the 38 workers on the
job, and Shinners said that some of the 15
employees to be laid off temporarily will
probably take their annual vacation
during a portion of this period.
Shinners emphasized that the cur-
tailment is only temporary, and will affect
only about 15 workers for the four-week
period.
Cloudy And Cold
Partly cloudy and cold today through
Sunday. Highs today in the mid to upper
30s. Lows tonight near 20. Highs Sunday in'
the low 40s. Winds northwest six to 12 miles
per hour today and tonight. Outlook for
Monday, partly cloudy and a little war-
mer. Probabilities of measurable
precipitation near zero today and tonight
and 10 per cent Sunday.
increasing pressures of world population,
and continuing shifts from other food
staples to wheat should hold world demand
for U. S. wheat in 1975-76 near the high
level of the preceding three years.
"Two years of no set-aside restrictions
will probably result in 1975's planted wheat
acieage being the largest since 1953,"
Crawford said.
Under the current program, a grower
must decide what to plant and how much to
plant within the constraints of land and
other resources of his operation. If he
decides to increase wheat plantings, this
additional acreage may come from land
planted to other crops including forage,
land used in fallow rotation, or from
initiating a double cropping practice. The
expected expansion may come from all
three sources. Net returns for wheat rank
high among crop alternatives, par-
ticularly in the low rainfall dryland far-
ming operations of the Great Plains.
Highlights of the 1975 wheat program
include: a national wheat allotment of 53.5
million acres with a target prices of $2.05
per bushel; no set-aside or conserving
base requirements, and an average loan
rate of $1.37 per bushel for 1975-crop
wheat. "The big news was a change in the
loan period," Crawford said.
Traditionally farmers were faced with a
loan maturity date in early spring,
regardless of when they took out a loan on
their crop. "Under the new loan program,
wheat loans mature on demand, but no
later than the last day of the eleventh
calendar month following the month in
which the loan was made." This program
will provide farmers greater flexibility in
using the loan program in their marketing
strategy. Producers may request loans on
their wheat through March 31, 1976.
One Section — 12 Pages
University Files Motion
Seeking Dismissal Of Suit
Murray State University attorneys have
filed a motion in U. S. District Court in
Paducah asking for the dismissal of a
lawsuit which was filed Jan. 25 on behalf of
11 MSU faculty members who were denied
tenure and given one-year terminal
Contracts which expire this June.
The suit, which was filed in U. S. District
Court in Louisville before being tran-
sferred to Paducah, asks 8550,000 in
damages, the granting of tenure to the 11
faculty members and an injunction
blocking MSU president Constantine
Curris from terminating their jobs.
The faculty members were denied
tenure in May of 1974 by the board of
regents. Prior to filing the suit, they sought
format hearings before the board to learn
the reasons for the denials. Requests for
hearings for the eleven were denied but
they did appear before a special tenure
review committee appointed by Board
Chairman Dr. Charles Howard.
The motion, filed on behalf of the
university by James 0. Overby of Murray
and Joseph Leary of Frankfort, states that
MSU has had a tenure policy since 1949 and
that the current policy went into effect in
Sept. 1969. "None of the plaintiffs qualified
for tenure under the tenure policy in effect
prior to September, 1969, or the tenure
policy in effect after September, 1969," the
motion claims.
-- The faculty members -were not
dismissed during the terms of the con-
tracts; rather, after one year's notice their
contracts were not renewed," the motion
added.
The faculty members claim that they
should be granted de facto I automatic)
tenure because of their years of service.
The current tenure policy stipulates that a
tenure decision must be made at the end of
the sixth year of employment and all of the
faculty members involved in the suit claim
they have been employed at MSU longer
than six years.
The university motion counters,
however, that -de facto tenure only exists
in the absence of a formal tenure policy"
and that since the university has had- a----
tenure policy since 1949, there should be no
claim of de facto tenure.
Bill To Create More Jobs
Moving Through Congress
By G. G. LaBelle
Associated Press Writer
Jobs were at the center of Friday's
economic picture and the picture was
mostly bleak.
Announcement of February's jobless
rate showed that unemployment — though
statistically unchanged from January —
was still headed upward. Two other
developments pointed toward further
Winter Concert
Slated Tuesday
The department of music of Murray
State University will present the Wind
Sinfonietta and the Symphonic Band in
concert on Tuesday, March Ilth at 8:15
p.m. in the Lovett Auditorium. The 52nd
Annual Winter Concert, directed by Prof.
Paul W. Shahan, will feature music from
all periods.
Included on the program will be;
"Toccata Marziale," a 20th century work
by the English composer Ralph Vaughn
Williams; -Pavane," a French com-
position by Maurice Ravel; "Symphony
No. 4 in F Minor", a 19th century Russian
composer Peter Tschatkowsky, and
"Divertimento for Band" by the con-
temporary American composer Karl




Despite the money problems caused by
national economic conditions, Calloway
County residents have been holding on to
their life insurance in the last few years
and, in many cases, increasing it.
As a result, local families began the
current year with more life insurance
protection than ever before.
In addition, most of them have been
maintaining their other safeguards, such
as accident insurance, health insurance
and fire insurance.
Especially, however, because of the
uncertainties of the times, they have been
adding to their life insurance, for the most
part buying term insurance, which is the
cheapest kind.
The effect has been to bring life in-
surance holdings in Calloway County to an
Mrs. Euple Ward, right, has been selected as outstanding citizen for Murray and
Calloway County for 1975 by the Tau Phi Lambda sorority of Woodmen of the
World. She was presented a plaque signifying hoe selection by Loretta Jobs.
(Story On Page 12)
estimated total of $180,510,000.
Data on the number of policyholders and
the extent of their coverage is given for
each of the states and-for the country as a
whole by the Department of Commerce
and the Institute of Life Insurance.
They show that the amount in force in
the United States is now in excess of $1.8
trillion.
In the State of Kentucky alone, ac-
cording to the findings, the total is
821,426,000,000. It compares with
$8,162,000,000 ten years ago.
This is exclusive of insurance provided
by the Federal government for veterans
and insurance issued by fraternal
organizations.
In general, there is a direct relationship
between a family's income and the amount
of insurance it carries. The figures show
that the amount held by the average
family in the state is equal to 21.5 months
income, after taxes.
Related to Calloway County and to the
average income in the area, life insurance
locally comes to an estimated $17,000 per
family.
This is about twice as much as most
families had ten years ago and is more
than is held in many communities.
Of the grand total of 8180,510,000 carried
by the local population, the bulk is in the
form of ordinary insurance, with group
insurance in second place.
An indicator • of the times is the
disclosure that borrowing on life insurance
Policies has reached record proportions. In











joblessness. One the bright side, mean-
while, was a bill to create jobs continued to
move through Congress, and the Federal
Reserve Board and some banks acted to
stimulating borrowing to shore up an
economy increasingly battered by
recession.
The Federal Reserve, in lowering its
discount rate on loans to member banks
from 6.75 to 6.25 per cent, cited "the weak-
ness in economic activity." The new rate
takes effect Monday.
The New York Stock Exchange rose to
its highest level since President Ford was
sworn in Aug. 9, with advances out-
stripping declines 998 to 437 among 25.93
million shares traded. The Dow Jones
average of 30 industrials jumped 8.29 to
770.10, also its highest point since the day
Ford took office. Falling bank interest
rates ws!re credited with sustaining the
surge.
And in Detroit, the nation's automakers
announced production plans for next week
that will cut their layoffs to the lowest level
of 1975. More than 44,000 men and women
will go back to work.
However, the automakers are still bat-
tling their worst sales slump since World
War II and will have 214,600 of their 683,000
hourly workers on layoffs next week.
That's doym from 259,000 this week.
The increase in production was promp-
ted by recent sales gains which were par-
tially stimulated by the companies' cash
rebate programs. The decline in layoffs
could be shortlived if sales fall again.
The national unemployment rate an-
nounced by the government showed that
the number of people out of work was
Likely to increase.
WHEELCHAIR AWARENESS AT MSU: Wanda Rohe, Murray, right, explains the
ways of maneuvering a wheelchair to a group of students who will be par-
ticipating in Wheelchair Awareness Day Tuesday, March 11, at Murray State
University. Eleven faculty, staff and administrative officials at Murray State, led by
President Constantine W. Curtis, will spend the entire day in wheelchairs as part
of the program, designed to explore the architectural barriers on the campus for
handicapped students.
'Wheelchair Awareness
Slated Tuesday At MSU
Things will really roll Tuesday, March
11, at Murray State University as
Wheelchair Awareness Day is observed
for the first time across the campus.
Sponsored by the Social Activities
Committee of the Social Work Club, the
event has been planned to focus ad-
ministrative attention upon the problems
encountered by physically handicapped
students in getting around on the campus
and into and using various facilities.
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, Murray
State's president, and 10 other University
officials will spend the entire day, from 8
a. m. until 4:30 p. m., in wheelchairs as
they carry out their normal respon-
sibilities. The others are:
Dr. Frank Julian, vice-president for
student development; Dr. Don Hunter,
dean of the College of Human Develop-
ment and Learning: Dr. Kenneth Harrell,
dean of the College of Humanistic Studies:
Dr. Hugh L. Oakley, dean of Industry and
Technology; Dr. Mark Cunningham,
faculty representative on the Board of
Regents.
Graves Skip) Neale, a member of the
Board of Regents; John M. Yates, dean of
men; Mrs. Tonya Young, assistant -
director of housing; Mrs. Nanette Thur-
man, director of personal enrichment and
women's services; and Miss Connie Jones.
a rehabilitation services counselor at
to cope with some of the obstacles which
will be encountered.
Students in the University's social work
program also will be assigned to the
wheelchair occupants to serve as guides
and to keep records of the obstacles faced
and how each was overcome.
Gerald Williams, Kentucky
Rehabilitation Association representative,
Lexington, will be the principal speaker at
a 1 p. m. luncheon during which insights
into the limitations of physically han-
dicapped students and the future planning
of educational facilities to provide for
them will be discussed. Williams also is
chairman of the statewide committee to
eliminate architectural barriers for the
handicapped.
In charge of the event, the first of its
kind ever to be held on a Kentucky college
or university campus, is Miss Rose
Schultz, a junior social work major from
Sugar Grove, Pa. Serving with her on the
arrangemtnts committee are:
Gary Potts, Kirksey; Kathy Crowell and
Wanda Rolfe, Murray; and Beth Young,
Washington, Ind.
The wheelchairs are being provided by
the Woodmen of the World, Begley and
Wallis drug stores, all in Murray; the
professional ambulance service in Murray
and Paducah; and Snells, Limb and Brace,
and the Vocational Rehabilitation Office in
Murray State. . Paducah. . . .
• The group will gather at 8 a. m. in the Similar events have . been held on
lobby of Ordway Hall, at which time Neil campuses azoss the country, Miss Schultz
iier;Pliiiic7Thera—Pliiiii tiliNfurra-Y-: ' —is-Ca:But the Murray 'nate pi-Z:417=-1's The-
Calloway County Hospital, will explain first known to be planned solely by
how to maneuver the wheelchairs and how students.




Angela Wilkins, right, a guidance consultant with the Kentucky Department of Education, con-
ducted a workshop on Project SEGO (Sex Equality in Guidance Opportunities for Western Kentucky
and Murray State counselor educators at Murray State University. SEGO is a national effort funded
by the U. S. Office of Education to promote equal education and guidance for both girls and boys.
Mrs. Wilkins, a state SEGO trainer, Is a graduate of Murray State and a former counselor in Western
Kentucky. At the left are Robert Rowan, Murray State University, and Maria Lovett and Donna
Perry of Marshall County Central High School.









Wear plastic or rubber gloves to
protect your hands while using
any cleaning product. If the
cleaner does get on your skin.
wash with soap and water. For
those who are sensitive to
aerosol products, a quick and
easy mask may be made by
tieing a kitchen towel about the
head so the nose and mouth are
covered. Always keep the
cleaner and used paper towels
out of reach of children. Spot
cleaning each time food spills
occur helps insure a constantly
clean oven. Some food spills can
cause damage if allowed to
remain on oven surfaces, i.e.
acidic food spills or those with
high sugar content. There are
different styles of aerosol cans,
each designed for specific
products. Oven cleaners are
designed to be used in an
upright position most of the
time. Tilting or upside-down
spraying is allowed, but you
should shake the can and return
it to an upright position after a
few seconds so you can get the
full benefit of the propellant. —
Barletta Wrather, Murray.
Contrary to popular opinion,
older people need generous
storage space. They need
bookshelves, cabinets, chests,
and wall storage in which to
keep or display cherished
pcieeessions accumulated over
the years. Provision should be
made for the display of personal
mementos such as greeting
cards and photographs. A panel
or wallboard similar to a
bulletin board might be covered
with a textured wall covering
such as decorator's burlap,
grass cloth or thin cork.
Adequate, well-planned
storage, more than any other
element, can help provide the
older person with a means of
personalizing his environment,
thereby changing the at-
mosphere from that of a mere
shelter to a home where he feels
he belongs. —Mrs. Juanita
Arnonett, Paducah.
+++++
WHO WILL LOOK AFTER
THE GARDEN WHILE
YOU'RE AWAY? Oftentimes a
would-be indoor gardener
passes up a lot of pleasure of
having a group of growing
plants because of the concern
that many house plants die
while the owners are away from
home on a vacation business
trip. Fear not, there is a way to
prepare for this problem. If you
cannot get someone to care for
your plants, just cover the
plants with a polyethylene sheet
and tie it to the pot or box to
prevent loss of moisture.
Reduce the lighting to /1 hours a
day. It is possible to gradually
train your plant not to need too
much water—if you start
several weeks ahead of the time
you will be leaving. This means
just to gradually decrease the
amount of water each time you
give them water so that they are
not in the habit of taking in too
much often we overwater them
anyway!) However, if you can't
do that, just give them a good
drink, using the funnel
method—with means using a
plastic funnel inserted in the
soil in the pot, fill it with water
and when empty, fill it again
When water no longer drains
from the funnel stick your
finger in the neck so that water
will not run out; then remove
the funnel. Plants watered in
this way usually will not need
water again for about 2 weeks.
iFlowering plants require more
frequent watering than do
foliage plants.) — Mrs. 'Mildred
W. Potts, LaCenter.
+++++
 FOLD PILLOWCASES.. To
keep pillowcase mates together,




Let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.




District Governor To Speak
At Murray Quota Club
Mrs. Frank (Iris) Magoffin,
Governor of me Twenty-third
District of Quota International,
Inc., an Executive Women's
Service Club, will be in Murray,
March 11, as guest speaker of
the Quota Club of Murray at the
meeting at seven p.m. at the
Trangle Inn.
Mrs. Magoffin is a past-
president of the Quota Club of
Whitehaven, Tenn., having
joined that organization in 1959.
She has been an active member
of Bellevue Baptist Church for
thirty-six years; has served on
New-corners Welcoming
Committee for Memphis area
Chamber of Commerce;
belongs to Women's Executive
Council, and is a Charter
member of Memphis Symphony
Guild.
The primary service area of
Quota Clubs is "Aid to the
Hearing and Speech Han-




The February meeting of the
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Women was held at
the home of Mrs. Virginia
Crouse on Wednesday,
February 19, at seven p.m.
The meeting was opened with
prayer led by Mrs. Frances
Williams. A study was made of
the book of Collossians.
Members selected a "shut-in"
friend with whom to visit and
correspond.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Virginia Crouse and Mrs.
Delois Scott.
Those attending the meeting
were Mrs. Ruth Yancy, Mrs.
Ruth Lassiter, Mrs. Frances
Williams, Mrs. Mildred Crouse,
Mrs. Virginia Crouse, Mrs.
Delois Scott, and Mrs. Rebecca
Williams.
The next meeting date was set
for March 19 at the church.
Club has had a vital part since
its organization in 1970. Other
Club activities however, include
working with Senior Citizens;
supporting the work of drug
abuse centers, and stressing




All members and interested
persons are especially urged to
attend this important meeting,





new interest in foods of all
kinds. For example, toss
chopped walnuts with butter-
ed bread crumbs for scatter-
ing over a casserole. Or toast
large walnut pieces to use as
croutons for a steaming
hearty soup.
Shelled walnuts in bulk
quantities or in one-pound,
four-cup bags mean economy
of time and money. Or crack
your own meaty kernels from
in-shell walnuts. Already
shelled kernels stay crisp and
sweet when refrigerated in
airtight containers. They also
freeze well for longer storage.
To use, just thaw in freezer
wrapping.
Mum Sub-Dishiet LW Holds
Payram lifeetiv At Goshen Ascii
The Murray Sub-District
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship met on February 27
at Goshen Church with Bob
Hargrove, president, presiding.
Cindy Rogers, secretary,
called. the roll and read the
minutes of the January
meeting. During the business
meeting, it was voted that the
Sub-District make a donation to
the Reelfoot Rural Ministry.
The program was presented
by the Goshen UMYF. Bro. Bill
Hart welcomed the Sub-
District, Melissa Miller read the
Mrs. Charles Dan Bazzell Opens
Her Home For Coldwater Meet
Members of the Coldwater
Homemakers Club met in the
home of the president, Mrs.
Charles Dan Bazzell, who gave
the devotion and the thought for
the day by Abraham Lincoln,
Mrs. Noble Fuqua showed her
beautiful picture she had made
with buttons and also gave a
lesson on the special craft. She
also displayed many purses she
had done in macrame and also a
granny square tote bag.
The lesson on "Construction
of Covered Cushions and
Pillows" was given by Mrs.
Bazzell who also told of how
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beauty to the home.
Plans were made for the
members to participate in the
Tasting Luncheon on March 14.
Others present were
Mesdames Hugh Adams, Vivian
Adams, Dewey Bazzell, Newel
Doores, Freelon Youngblood,
hartie Mayfield, and Delbert
Newsome. Children present
were Kelly Adams, Nicole
Bazzell, Michelle Youngblood,
and Heather Newsome.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Bazzell.
The next meeting will be held
March 12 at 12:30 p.m at the
home of Mrs. Homer Bazzell
A CafaUfalW TIP
gram EY tanSiOa aPaallailtb et
tall UK College of Agrierettanii
Top grade and ptemtum
pack foods cost more than
lower g(acles and less fancy
packs. To buy wisely, con
voe• how you intend to use
such toods when making your
choice, UK Extensron special-
ists in consumer economics
suggest' f- or example, if
you re planning to use canned
tomatoes as a vegetable side
chsh, top grade, whole,
well.coloted IgenatOeS might
be your best c.hoice But foi
use la spaghetti sauce, where
the tomatoes cook into tiny
pieces, the less-expensrvp
lower wades of canned
tomatoes will serve equally
well.
Bible, and Tonya Elkins said
the prayer. The meeting was
adjourned to the basement for
entertainment and refresh-
ments.
The Theme of the entire
program was "Change". Tracy
Rihk, toLi a Riney Munn • hnt-
terfly to symbolize the
Special entertainment was
provided by James Bibb
humourous interpretation)
and, Sandy Bibb and Diane
Rhoades duet acting).
Both cuttings were from the
book, Green Pastures, by Mark
Connelly. Music was provided
by Don Breeden, a student at
MSU.
Following the program,
refreshments were provided by
the Goshen MYF. Ap-
proximately 60 people attended
the meeting, a church
spokesman said.
The next meeting of the Sub-
District will be at Bethel United
Methodist Church on March 27.
Each church is asked to turn in
a slate of officers at this
meeting.
The requirements for officers
are as follows:
President must be a junior or
senior in high school, all other
,officers must be in, at least the
ninth grade, officers do not have
to be a member of the church,
only two people can be elected
officer from one church, and
counselors do have to be a
member of the church.
The 1975-76 Sub-District MYF
Officers will be elected at the
April meeting and installed in
May.
Made at home
Cottage cheese is so named
because in pioneer days, it
was made by the homemaker
so she cnuld use the milk
after the cream had been
skimmed for butter making
Cottage cheese could be call-
ed the solid form of milk be-
cause it is the curd of coagu-
lated protein of fresh.
pasteunzed milk, heated in




A dance will be held at the
Murray Country Club from 9 a.
m. to 1 p. m. Admission *per
couple. Member couples
allowed to bring non-member
guests. Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will meet at the home of Mr. and
Area Wide Fellowship Rally Mrs. Jackie Burkeen, 1410
with Kash D. Arnburgy as Dudley Drive, at seven p. m.
speaker will be at the Calvary
Temple First Pentecostal
Church of God at 7:30 p.m.
Monday, March 1.0
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
seven p. m.
Gospel singing will be held
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church at seven
p.m.
Sunday, March 9
Open house in celebration of
Edward Carter's 96th birthday
will be from one to four p. m. at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Elkins.
International Student
Association dinner will be
served at the Waterfield
Student Union Building MSU
from eleven a.m, to three p.m.
Public invited.
Keen Agers Dinner for Senior
Citizens and Retirees will be
held at the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church following the
morning service.
Singing Parables Gospel
quartet will sing at the Old
Salem Baptist Church from two
to four p.m.
Joint senior recital of Bruce
Boone, alto saxophone, Hen-
derson, and Sara Lynn, French
horn, Paducah, will be at two p.
m, and of Kevin Luck, trom-
bone, Henderson, at 3:30 p. m.




Boosters Club will meet at the
school at seven p. m.
Suburban Homemakers Club
will meet with Mrs. Max Farley
at seven p. m.
Friendship Homemakers
Club will meet with Vickie Crick
at 9:30 a. m.
NOW, National Organization
for Women, will meet at the
United Campus Ministry
building at eight p. m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.
Tuesday, March H
Wind Sinfonietta Concert,
Paul Shahan, director, will be at
the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, MSU, at 8:15 p. m.
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Alice Miller at one
p.m.
Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet with
Mrs. John Churchwell.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Quota Club will meet
at the Triangle Inn at seven
p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Women
will meet at the church at two
p.m.
Group I of First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. William Seale at ten a.m.
with the program by Mrs. Ron
Cella.
Group IV of First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Mrs. Joe Cartwright at 7:30
p.m. with the program by Mrs.
Steve Shaw.
Bible Study Group will meet
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fil
Boston, 305 North 7th Street, at
7:30 p.m.
Murray Chapter of AAU1N
will meet at 7:15 p.m. it home
of Emily Wolfson.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. with the program to be
"Kappas' Crafts Auction."
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong with
Mrs. Edgar Shirley at 9:30
a.m.; II with Mrs. Will Rose at
ten a.m.; III with Mrs. Neva
Waters at two p.m.
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Iwill meet at the Extension of-
fice.
Calloway Genealogical
Society will meet with Mrs.
Clifton Key at 1:30 p. m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist Church
will meet in the senior youth
room at seven p. m.
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Women will meet at
the church at one p. m.
Euzelian Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
have a supper at the Swann
Building at six p. m.
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at the
University School auditorium at





It's Time To Prepare
Now In Stock
Standard Publishing presents for 1975
"Jesus Touch Me"
All New
Newers, bilrawww , Primary Mieldnu, Now teen 1104 Spenal *WO Couroe
Puede. Teacher Werlebeeetz
•Yeseeel Aids *Craft Pelts
•Rimaillmwes Seppfne
All That You Need For A Successful V.B.S.
The Christian
Book Center
808 Chestnut Phone 753-0425
--Hidden benefits
Buying a bonne has fesalli; —
hitttlen benefits, one Of whkii
Is that you vrill receive fax
advantages Another is that it
is a hedge against inflation
Finally, if the costs of mater.-
and labor continue to rise.
Its preterit price will be con-
sidered a 'steal' in five years

























& patterns in 2 & 3 color
yarn-dyed fancies or solid
pirtc• dyed jacquards. High
fashion or basic colorings.








Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6 Phone 753-9133
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East Calloway Elementary School Beta Club officers were installed by officers of the Calloway
County High School Senior Beta Club on Thursday morning in a special ceremony and program at the
East School. Pictured, left to right, front row, are Mike Thomas, parliamentarian, Rose Ross,
reporter, Kimberly Johnson, treasurer, Renee Overby, secretary, Ken Morris, vice president, Mary
Waggoner, first vice president, and Ricky Cunningham, president, all East Officers; back row, Mrs.
Vernon Riley, Sherry Starks, Janet Byerly, Tommy Brown, East Beta Sponsor, Reese Buchanan,
Linda Avery, Mrs. Ronald Hopkins, Pam Robertson, Dale Mathis, and Norita CassIty, all Calloway
B,ta officers and sponsors. Not pictured is Patsy It urkeen from Calloway High.
71W
'Dam.
It's not hopeless, even
for King Kong
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Two years ago, I married a kind and
gentle man. We were so much in love.
Being newlyweds, the credit cards and offers from loan
companies started coming in the mails, left and right.
My husband tried to make me understand that we should
put the credit cards away to be used only as credit
references, but I was stubborn and greedy and wouldn't
listen to him.
Now, two years later, we are up to our ears in debt, being
hassled by lawyers who represent merchants and loan
companies. They are threatening to npossess our car and
furniture.
My husband makes 94.50 an hour, but we are so deep in
debt and so far behind in payments that our credit is ruined
and we can't even get a pack of cigarettes on credit. We owe
more than $5,000.
I've called banks, loan companies and savings and loan
associations trying to borrow money to pay off our debts,
and they all turned us down because of our bad credit
rating.
Am I working? No. I have no special skills. Besides I'm
black, a womag_44 w.eigh 335. I don't mind hard work, but
when I apply for a jiib; they took at me like King Kong just
came in.
Please help me, Abby. Things have never looked so
hopeless. DESPERATE
DEAR DESPERATE: Each payday pay SOME-
THING—no matter how little—to each creditor. That will
show your good faith, and restore your credit in time.
(Consistently ignoring your creditors only damages your
credit rating more.)
Overeaters Anonymous has the solution for your weight
problem, but, like Alcoholics Anonymous, you have to go to
thorn Thu Irseinsseat rnurels it, tho vienrIrl geneses,l saAils noses utur
so get going, good luck, and God bless you.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 38-year-old woman who recently
Worfalit-month cruise around the world My husband is in
prison. In the meantime, I've become interested in another
man. My husband is not aware of this other man, and the
other man doesn;t know that I have a husband.
The other man has asked me &he could join me on the
cruise. I would enjoy having his company, but I would feel
that I was being unfaithful to my husband.
What do you think? TROUBLED
DEAR TROUBLED: I think you're already in deep
water. If you want to travel, travel alone.
DEAR ABBY; I am a 54-year-old widower. I had a very
good 33-year marriage with my one and only wife. I met a
woman a few months ago. and we became very much
attracted to each other. She' is 44, and we are talking
marriage, but there is something in the back of my mind
that bothers me.
This woman has been married three times before. She was
divorced from her first husband, and her second and third
committed suicide. I have a feeling that if she couldn't make
a success of three marriage3 there must be something wrong
with her.
What do you think? HAVING DOUBTS
DEAR HAVING: Don't jump to any conclusions. Get to
know her better, and judge her for yourself.
DEAR ABBY: Have you ever received a chain letter
telling you that if you "break the chain," you will have bad
luck? And if you have, what have you done about it?
JUST GOT ONE
DEAR JUST: I have received many, and they all end up
in the nearest waste basket. Not only are they against the
law, they are a lot of superstitious trash. If you feel that you
want to "do" something about it, turn it over to the































The United Methodist Women
of the Palestine Church held
their February meeting with
fifteen members present.
Mrs. Freda Lovett, presdient,
presided, and Mrs. Eta Burkeen
read the minutes. Prayer was
led by Mrs. Mae Goodwin. The
March meeting at the home of
the pastor was discussed.
Members are to take items for
the silent auction sale.
Members reported they had
read a total of 149 chapters in
the Bible. Mrs. Myrtle Mc-
Daniel read the scriptures from
Colossians, Deuteronomy,
Matthew, and Luke. The entire
group read the 12th chapter of
John. Lessons on "Why Me?"
and "As God's Chosen Ones"
were presented.
Mrs. Lois Churchwell read a
poem, "Take Time," and Mrs.
Freda Lovett read a poem,
"Where There Is Love."
Others present were Me-
sdames Eula Grace Parrish,
Winnie Burkeen, Sheila
Mullinax, Dean Burkeen,
Mildred Oates, Anita Oates,
Maudie Hopkins, Clarice Mc-
Daniel, Avis Childress, and
Lorene Burkeen.
A potluck lunch was served at
noon. The women made favors
to send to the aged and sick of
the community.
1.4aok us the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IT/1C%
Excitement or anxiety could
be detrimental to top
achievement. Be contained.
Direct energies constructively.
Familiarize yourself with new
trends.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) tika.
Avoid a tendency toward
unconventionality. Don't join
those who are indiscreet or who
are needlessly taking risky
chances. Think!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Mixed influences. Confusior
could reign if you are not on
guard. Do not let slight
misunderstandings blow into a
storm. Use you wits.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) GOO
Strong indication of gain
through past efforts. A good
period, too, for launching new
enterprises. Study all sugges-
tions carefully, however.
LEO
(July 2410 Aug. 23) 464ta4
Several avenues of activity
will be open to you. Be selective
in your choice. Don't waste time
on unproductive undertakings.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Tact and finesse will help you
to attain ends you cannot
achieve with force. Discount
rumors, seek truths, avoid
indecisiveness.
LIBRA .ctfl(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Much competition indicated.
Don't think too long before
taking due action but neither
forge ahead impulsively.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Avoid risks and im-
pulsiveness. Make no hasty
decisions and curb spending. Be
especially careful to study your
budget if making travel plans.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 31°00
Your stock goes up now. High
praise — and commensurate
reward — indicated for job
matters well handled.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ViO
Avoid present tendencies to
scatter energies and to start too
many things at one time.
Neither enter into new activities
n•9`
Vruir Indivirhial linrnonnnn 
11JUI illUMUULD I WI U)btipU \ t;
Frances Drake 4;60
FOR SUNDAY, MARCH 9, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Some lack of harmony, dif-
ferences of opinion indicated.
Proceed with prudence,
forethought. Be alert: expect
some obstacles. Widely
divergent opinions to be
evaluated.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 6467
Explore further means to
solve problems that arose in the
past, still cloud the air. Fulfill a
cherished desire by going after
it. Don't just daydream.
GEMINI
(May 2210 June 21) 11.49"
Mixed influences. You may
face some odd situations while





(June 22 to July 23)
Curb a tendency toward
pessimism. No matter what
disappointments you may
encounter, keep on plugging.
Try to pattern your day after
previous successful ones.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J2
Solar influences now
stimulate a spirit of adventure
and heighten the imagination.
You can make this a big day, if
you will go all out in effort.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 111%
A good day for making
decisions, but weigh them well..
Move forward only after careful
and deliberate forethought.
LIBRA
Sept. 2410 Oct. 23) 'nen
Make allmiances for the
errors of others to insure easier
to proceed at times. But take
time to think things out. Haste
or impulsiveness could further
complicate situations.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
This could be a day of great
personal achievement. Aim to
attain goals you have set for
yourself, but don't expect the
unreasonable.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 2210 Jan. 20) Via
This day may be a challenge
to your adaptability. Throw in
your lot with those who oppose
you, if there is no other way to
achieve your ends.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 14̀."..-":.4
You may soon have to engage
in a battle of wits. Investigate,
to be sure you have all the facts.
To face an opponent unprepared
would be folly.
PISCES
iFeb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You will face improving
conditions in some areas,
aggravating complexities
elsewhere. Knowing what to do
and say at the appropriate
moment will be your key to
handling all situations. Think!
xx,t40
YOU BORN l'ODAY have
been endowed with a keen,
analytical mind; are scholarly
in your inclinations and not onl!)
gather knowledge ceaselessly,
but impart it ably. You would
make an excellent teacher. You
have many talents but, as you
career along life's byways, you
will find that your only real
happiness comes through
service—which you can render
in many ways but, especially,
through art, literature and
science; also as. tiCturer,
minister, diplomat, reformer or
sociologist. Your sympathy for
COOPeFation..._ 1.1-91.11 tamily......yourfrikrionan is outstaadmiii..
'friends, associates. Don't let
Impatience get the better of
you.
-- SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Mixed planetary influences.
You may be uncertain as to how
rrt, eV.
hut you can be taken in by -sob









FOR MONDAY, MARCH 10, 1975
without thorough investigation
AQL ARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Personal relationships under
excellent aspects. You can now
combine business and pleasure
to practical advantage.
PISCES
(Feb. 2010 Mar. 20) X
Review winning methods of
the past. Use again, with added
flair, enthusiasm. Some "inside
information" will prove ex-
tremely useful.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
shy, retiring type, ever avoiding
the limelight and often
deliberately seeking positions
which will keep you out of the
public eye. Your nature,
however, is one of great in-
tensity and you have a deep love
of beauty and the arts. You are
introspective and, should you
choose music as a career, or
composition, this trait would
evidence itself in the depths of
your work. You probably would
not be a great success in the
commercial world but any
creative outlet for your
emotions would bring not only
fine accomplishment but great






Trip To Rough River
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens incorporated in
conjunction with the other aging
projects in the Jackson Pur-
chase have planned a trip to
Rough River Dam State Park,
according to Alan Blaustein,
Executive Director.
The dates for this trip are
April 22, 23, and 24. The cost for
lodging and six meals with be
$29.50, per person. An additional
fee of $25.00 will be charged for
transportation.
The activities planned are
specially designed for Senior
Citizens. Some of these to in-
clude arts and crafts, parties,
tournaments, banquets, and
plenty more.
Any interested Senior Citizen
may contact the Senior Citizen
office at 753-0929. The deadline
to sign up for this fun-filled trip
will be March 15. Make
reservations by calling the
office at 753-0929.
Ts* Mitiis Of DOI &anal
Discusses lietimal Nutrition Week
By Treva Mathis
-Food Fads Fool" is the
slogan for National Nutrition
Week, sponsored by the
American Dietetic Association.
The observance is being
celebrated across the nation all
this week.
"Dietitians are seriously
concerned about the wide
popularity of food fats and fad
diets," says Elsie B. Haff,
president of the dietetic
association. "Some fads are
simply a waste of money, but
many can endanger health if
followed for more than a short
time,"
I have to agree when
dietitians point out that unusual
food practices may not
necessarily be bad but all fads
that offer less than the nutrients
we need, or those that focus on 
extremes, are potentially
harmful.
Weight control plans that
offer special gimmicks —
something you take while you
follow their 500 to 600 calores-a-
day diet — are to be avoided.
Who wouldn't lose weight on
only 500 to 600 calories each
day? But the plans usually are
sold with the idea that you also-
need whai•ver H I. that_ they
offer with the diet plan.
I not only object to the obvious
cost that people uselessly incur
but also the the potential danger
to their health that may be
involved. As we repeat so often,
the way to lose weight is to eat
less but eat a nutritionally
balanced diet that gives you the
essentials you need, without the
frills.
And don't expect to lose
weight in a hurry. The whole
process of getting back to a





teacher, spoke on "Our Future
As Homemakers" at the
meeting of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
America held on Wednesday,
February 26, in the school
cafeteria.
Special entertainment was
presented by Terri Erwin and
Pam Robertson. The devotion
was read by Tammy Gallimore.
Anita Channey, president,
presided. Rhonda Towery
announced the Chapter Beau as
Tommy Futrell. The date for
the Mother-Daughter Banquet
was announced as March 25 at
seven p. m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Chapter sponsors are Miss
Lucy Forrest and Mrs. Bess




The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the University School
auditorium on Monday, March
10, at 7:30 p. m. with the
taggrain to be freseoted Jry the-
Readers Theatre
Hostesses for the meeting will
be Mesdames.ltobert Johnson,
.John McCage, Gary Marquardt,
W. J. Pitman, Stuart Poston,
Vrona Purdom, and Gus
Robertson, Jr
training your eating habits to
something you can live with -
for the rest of your life. A crash
program is not the answer.
Flow do you spot a food fad?
The American Dietetic
Association suggests: Food fads
always make big promises,
such as —
I. Fantastic health and
longer life;
2. Instant slenderness;
3. Spiritual awakening, or
inner peace;
4. Protest of the Establish-
ment — counter-culture living;
5. Cures for illnesses
(cancer, arthritis, mental
disorders, and a host of others).
Mrs. Haff also adds: "In this
era of inflation, food fads also





Vows To Be Read
Miss Deena Gay Moody
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Moody of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Deena Gay, to Carl
H. Kuhl III, son of Dr. and Mrs. Carl Kuhl, Jr., of Louisville.
Miss Moody attended Georgetown College and is a nursing
student at Spalding College in Louisville.
Mr. Kuhl graduated in 1974 from Georgetown College.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 10, at the
Walnut Street Baptist Church, Louisville,
SCOTT DRUG
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs





To keep kite flying fun for your children, a few simple
rules need to be observed.
1. The kite should be of plastic, paper, wood, and
cotton twine. No metal.
2. Never fly it in rain or high winds.
3. Always keep the kite and string dry.
4. Fly it in a wide, open space. Never near traffic
or electric lines.
5. Always supervise the kids. Their enthusiasm some-
times makes them forgetful.
mWe.e urge you to follow these few simple rules. They'll
help insure the safety of your children during kite-flying
time.
i @i t y
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation





The Murray Ledger & Times
alter L. Apporson. pablisher Pael•Itshed U, III 1fH11 R. Gene IleCun.bean. e4li1ar
Mauro.ls and opinionated articles on this page are presented Ion
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differuig
opinto, Icttrr-.-, to ito otitiot it. taaponao .14 ainu
opinionated articles are encouraged
The edition of this newspaper strongly believe that to tuna
opintwaited articles to Only thi.e parrallei the editorial
phnu r.pflit thus newspaper would br a disservice to our readers,
therer,,,  we urge readers who donut agree with an editorial stand or
the ideit, presented by an individual OriOn, as a column, to respAse





Conduct At Calley Lecture Commendable
Everyone who was in attendance at the lecture given by former
Army U. William Calley Thursday evening should be commended
for their behavior.
In recent years, anytime a person who has been the subject of
controversy has appeared on a college campus, law enforcement
officials have been apprehensive, fearing that "anti" and "pro"
demonstrators might get out of hand. In many places, violence
has accompanied such speakers wherever they go.
But this was not the case here Thursday night. The large crowd
of listeners, mainly students, conducted itself admirably. A small
amount of heckling was evident but even that seemed tempered
with levity.
We are proud of the students of Murray State University and
salute them for conducting themselves as the reponsible citizens
they are. We are even prouder that the officers shown backstage
in this photo, were able to remain in their seats throughout the
evening.
EDITORIAL
, National DECA Week
National DCA Week is being
observed this week in more than
4,500 Chapters where Distributive
Education is taught in the public
school system.
In our town, as elsewhere, the
local Chapter of the Distributive
Education Clubs of America, or
DECA, is closely associated with
the instructional program. This
student-directed activity is an ef-
fective part of the learning and
training process in developing
future leaders for marketing and
distribution.
Through research projects and
recognition events, the activities
of the local DECA Chapter bring
into sharper focus the various in-
structional parts of the DE
program taught at the Murray
Area Vocational Education Cen-
ter.
May of our business leaders
are involved in the activities of
DECA. First, as employer, these
business firms provide laboratory
environment in which the student
tests, observes, applies concepts
and skills leared in the DE class in
school. Second, through super-
vised training, the student gains
experience in the occupation
which frequently is the first step
toward his career goal. Third, DE
, students learn right from the start
the basics of business in our free
enterprise system. This in itself is
; highly commendable because
nowhere in our educational
"Transbus" program in selected cities 
possibility of causing obsturchon
system is free enterprise demon. regulations to assure that the physically handed her a handful to t
marketing, and management, but
also prepares our youth for better
citizenship. We congratulate and
salute both school administrators
and businessmen on the ob-
servance of National DECA
Week.
Funny Funny World
A New York stage actress thought she
had a foolproof method for keeping her
emerald necklace safe. She left a note in
her jewel box. "These are imitation
emeralds. They are a substitute for the
real necklace which is kept in a bank
vault.- One night, she found the emeralds
gone and a note from the thief: "It doesn't
matter. I am a substitute burglar. The
thief who looks after this territory is away
on vacation."
A 60-year-old woman woke to find a dead
man jammed in the window of her home in
Mayall Road, Herne Hill. Police believe he
may have been a burglar who died of a
heatt attack. (Western Daily Press)
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10 Years Ago
Pfc. James Rudy Bailey, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Rudy Bailey, has completed Sea
School at Portsmouth, Va.
Henry Hutson died today at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Odell Vance has been named
"Woman of the Year" by the Murray
Business and Professional Women's Club.
Janice Sims, Betty Riley, and Patsy
Hutchens are high individual three games'
winners in bowling this week in the Magic
Tri League at Corvette Lanes.
The number of camping permits sold by
Kentucky State Parks last year was nearly
double the 1963 total, according to State
Parks Commissioner Robert Bell.
ears iiu.
Pfc. R. C. Scott is now stationed with the
33rd Infantry Division in Panama.
Mrs. Roy Kelso of Hazel Route One died
this morning.
Births reported are a baby boy, Danny
Andrew, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny W.
Burkeen on March 6, and a baby girl,
Debra Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Ray
Wilkerson on March 1.
Donna Murphy, Beverly Lassiter,
Carolyn Medearis, Kathy Kyle, Dorothy
McClure, Jane Orr, Linda LeVine, Sherry
Payne, Beverly Rodgers, and Nanny Lou
Herndon, members of Brownie Troop No.
20, with their leader, Mrs. Kathryn Kyle,
visited the Ledger & Times today.
30 Years Ago
Reported wounded in action this week
are Pvt. J. C. Brewer, Pvt. Robert
Brandon, and Lt. Joe Jaggers, all in
Germany. Lt. Charles L. Fulton of
Owensboro died in Louisville of wounds
sustained in action in July 1944.
Local deaths reported are Mrs. Cora
Russell and Rev. H. E. Erwin.
Charlene Orr, Joe Earle Roberson,
William Johnson, Bonnie Lee Kingirts,
Naomi Lee Whitnell, and Jack Ward,
seniors at Murray High School, were
initiated into the National Honor Society
on March 1.
Murray High beat Hazel 38 to 34 to win
the Eighth District Basketball Tour-
nament.
Open house was held at the Disciple
Center on North 15th Street. This is a
project of the Christian Churches.
Miss Betty Jo Chambers and George
Bui,st Scott, Jr., were married on March 3.
mm Uss t epoi ted this week kdc
to S-Sgt. and Mrs. J. D. Waldrop, March 5,
a girl to Cpl. and Mrs. Aaron Burkeen,
March 6, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
P. Willoughby, March 5.
Bible Thought
She said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said
unto her, Neither do I condemn thee: go,
and sin no more. John 8:11.
Forgiveness is for the asking — but once
forgiven, we have to work hard at right
living.
40 Years Ago
Over 30,000 names are in the Murray
Chamber of Commerce office ready to be
presented before U. S. authorities at
Washington in the interest of the proposed
Aurora Dam, according to L. J. Hortin,
secretary.
Walter Winchell, Columnist, will
recommend to the Safety Legion of Honor
that Miss Ruby Ross who took charge of
rescue work in the recent Mason Hospital
fire in Murray be awarded a citation from
that organization.
Deaths reported this week include W. J.
Dyer, age 54, S. L. Evans, age 63, Rev. C.
A. Coleman, age 68, Mrs. Lelia Billington,
age 25, Thomas Bell, age nine months, Lee
Earl Harris, infant son, and M. B. Cooper.
Kirksey beat Murray High 42 to 15 to win
the championship of the Seventh District
Basketball tournament.
Asberry Redden has retired after thirty
years as a Murray mail carrier.
Births reported this week include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. William Jeffrey on March
5.
Albert Franklin Wilson celebrated his
84th birthday at the home of a daughter,
Mrs. Jesse Wallis, on March 5.
Today In
History
B, The 1ssorusted Press
Today is Saturday, March 8, the 67th day
of 1975. There are 298 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1917, riots and a strike in St. Peter-
sburg marked the beginning of the Russian
Revolution.
On this date—
In 1765, the British House of Lords
passed the Stamp Act taxing the American
colonies.
In 1865, a canal was begun in The
Netherlands to connect Amsterdam with
the North Sea.
In 1894, New York became the first state
to pass a law requiring that dogs be licen-
sed.
In 1942, the Japanese captured Rangoon,
Burma in the Pacific War.
In 1966, France said it would withdraw
troops from the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization and that NATO installations
would have to be removed from French
soil.
In 1969, the Soviet Union put its army in
the Far East on alert as a warning to China
after a frontier clash on the Ussuri River.
Ten years ago: U.N. Secretary-General
U Thant recommended a seven-power con-
ference as a step toward ending the Viet-
nam war.
Five years ago: Sean Holly of the U.S.
Embassy in Guatemala was released
unharmed after being kidnaped and held
for 36 hours by Communist rebels.
One year ago: President Richard Nixon
proposed in a message to Congress and in
a national radio address to lead a cleanup
of political campaigns, including finan-
cing.
Today's birthdays: Actress Cyd
Charisse is 52. Pianist Mary Lou Williams
is 65.
Thought for today: Do all the good you
can and make no fuss about it — Charles
Dickens, English novelist, 1812-1870.
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Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Board a plane. Take a bus. Get in a car.
It's as easy as that for the able-bodied
traveler.
But life can be difficult for the estimated
13 million handicapped Americans who
have trouble getting on and off planes,
trains, buses, subways and cars.
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as
amended, created the Architectural and
Transportation Barriers Compliance
Board ( A&TBCB,i, which seeks to simplify
travel problems for the handicapped. One
objective is to provide usable tran-
sportation for the handicapped within
existing transportation systems rather
than developing separate ac-
commodations.
Here are some of the' things Federal
agencies, state and local governments and
transportation systems are doing to ease
travel for the handicapped:
—Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA), which is in charge of safety
aspects of air travel, has proposed
--handic.pprd ,ould-be-stfle-to b‘iverby-
air. The proposals are partly in response to
charges that certain airlines would not let
handicapped persons fly. ( Each airline
has its own policy about transporting
handicapped persons.) FAA is redrafting
its proposed rules & expects to make a
decision this year.
Chicago — Haw sweet it is not Op-
portimity was apparently too sweet for
restaurant busboy Kenneth Coe, police
said. It led to his downfall. Police said a
patrolman spotted the 17-year-old Coe
staggering toward a subway stop,
carrying a 50-pound sack of sugar, three
feet long. Police said it belonged to Coe's
employer, valued — at least on Monday's
market --at $32.50. Coe was charged with
theft and violation of the state curfew law.
• Warsaw — Soviet military police
arrested 19 Polish youths trying to escape
across the border in a truck with a false
bottom. A customs official called out, "Are
you all right in there?" and a voice replied,
—Last year, Civil Aeronautics Board
(CAB) proposed that, when FAA
regulations become final, all certified
airlines submit rates for transporting
handicapped travelers. These would in-
clude fares for litter cases as well as for
attendants if any are needed.
Many states have developed their own
marker devices for cars to identify han-
dicapped drivers—for example, putting
the letters "DP" disabled person) pn the
license plate. National Highway 'traffic
Safety Administration ( NHTSA is now
investigating various state markers and
working with private organizations on a
uniform marker to be used by all states.
—National Mass Transportation
Assistance Act of 1974 is requiring lower
rates, on projects funded by Tran-
sportation Department, for the elderly and
handicapped during non-peak hours.
—Urban Mass Transportation Act of
1964, as amended, is requiring that special
efforts be made in the planning and design
of mass transportation facilities to assure
their use by the elderly and handicapped
—Urban Mass Transportation Ad-
ministration (UMTA) is supporting a
Physicians often learn from
their patients
Wnting recently to the editor
of the New England Journal of
Medicine, Mrs, Fred Raab told
of a personal experience apd
how she improved on the advice
of her physician and several of
his colleagues.
Mrs, Raab related that she
had the misfortune to swallow a
piece of her bridgework. X-rays
showed it was in her stomach.
Her physician advised a bulky
diet and the use of a pan, and he
...2.Voughoui..4,he country .-41rarisbers- is sr.,•-•5racies,nfillIfu19g Mr— gatfl TOT'
typical city bus, but with a low floor and 
only one step inside the bus. The Transbus
has ramps, lifts and wheelchair tie-downs
It is being tested for use by regulat city
bus passengers as well as by handicapped




Recovering Fecal Foreign Bodies
"Fishing" proved to be sicken-
ing. Afterthe first day, the coiled
her physician, two others, and a
technician at an -emergency
room-- all of whom told her that
By FJ.I. Blasmgame, M.D.
they knew no other way.
.Mrs. Raab proved innovative.
She purchased a yard of coarse
nylon ,net and cut it in large
squares to fit over the toilet,
under the seat, depressing the
center into the water in the bowl.
After 400l. she poured addi-
tional water over the stool until
it had broken and passed
through the net. The remainder
--along with the net -- was drop-
ped into a paper hag for dis-
posal. The net cannot be flushed
down the drain without the
-..Ttax,rpethod_was, not Agkerk;
ing, and on the fourth day she
caught the denture In the net.
Thousands of persons in the
United States, especially
children, s.valloW foreign bodies
every year: The problem of "fish-
ing" ensues. Many persons who
have the task and who use Mrs.
Raab's method will be indebted
to her, as are physicians who we
such cases
Q Mrs. V 0 asks for an ex-
planation of heart block.
A. The heart muscle beats
rhythmically because of an
electrical stimulation, which is
normally initiated by specialized
tissue at the upper part of the
heart This electrical impulse
usually travels downward
through other specialized con-
dtieUve tissue to vacious.partall
the muscle wall of the heart.
stimulating a wave of contrac-
tion. Interruption of the
specialized conduction tissue by
a congenital defect or some dis-
ease, such as a coronary occlu-
sion, may prevent the electrical
BLASINGAME
impulse from passing through, so
that the heart is said to be
blocked. The rate of the heart
beat slows as a result of the
block and may require speeding
up with a pacemaker. Depend-
ing on the cause, heart block
mast be viewed as a serious im
pairment of heart function.
Q. Miss B.G. is concerned
because her father's ears seem
to be growing much larger
A: The external ear, unlike
most parts of the body, continues
tu..grow• slowly throughout life. —
making it noticeably large in
some older people. Unless a local
growth swelling, tenderness or
asyTrimetry is present, the gra-
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Sponsors for the Calloway
County High Senior and
Junior Beta Clubs are Mrs.
Ronald Hopkins, right, and
Mrs. Vernon Riley, with the
latter also being Kentucky
Beta Club sponsor.
National Beta Week is being
observed this week, March 24
by the five Beta Clubs in
Calloway County, and the
Gamma Beta Phi Society at
Murray State University. The
county clubs are the Calloway
County High School Senior Club,
Calloway County Junior High
Club, East Elementary Club,
North Elementary Club, and the
Southwest Elementary Club.
During this school year the
clubs at East, North, and South-
west have been organized along
with the Calloway Junior High
Beta Club for freshmen. The
Senior High officers installed
the officers for these four new
clubs, and also for. Marshall
County Central Beta Club.
The Beta Club is a national
service club that promotes the
-ideals of leadership, honesty
and service" among high school
students in 21 states. There are
over 250 club chapters across
the state and the Beta Club in
Kentucky is 37 years old.
Membership is composed of
students with high scholastic
grades.
Mrs. Vernon Riley, sponsor of
the Beta Club at Calloway High
for many years, was installed
this year at the state convention
in Louisville as the Kentucky
Beta Club sponsor. Mrs. Ronald
Hopkins is also one of the
Calloway High Beta Club
sponsors.
Special projects of service to
the school and community are
planned each year by the clubs.
This year at the state con-
vention the Calloway Senior
Club Beta Club scrapbook won
the first place plaque at the
state convention at Louisville.
Calloway Club members and
sponsors, along with Kentucky
Beta Club president, Lynn
Crutcher of ReidLand, appeared
on a local radio show on Monday
and were present for the signing
of the proclamation for National
Beta Club week by Calloway
County Judge Robert 0. Miller.
Sherron Gatlin, president of the Gamma Beta Phi Society of Murray State University, right, presented
the plaque won by the Calloway Senior Club for its scrapbook placing first at the state convention to
Sherrie Starks. Holding the scrapbook is Cheryl Jackson. Others on the scrapbook committee were, left
to right, Janet Usrey Arnold, Gena Cleaver, and Sharon Beach,
Calloway Junior Beta Club members assemble in the Jeffrey gym. Susie Imes is club president. Other
officers are: Denise Howard, vice president, Tina Thompson, secretary, Kim Kemp, treasurer, and LaDon
Graham. reporter.
Calloway Senior Beta lub officers are, left to right, standing Pam Robertson, first vice-president, Patsy
Buriceen, repiirter, Allls-on Wilfred, potnt secretary, Dale Mathic-second vierpresident; Renee Tobey,
devotional leader, tarry (wit., first treasurer. Norita Cassity, president, Alene Paschall, corresponding
secretary, seated, Sherrie Starks. parliamentarian, Reesa Buchanan, sec ond treasurer, Linda Avery, re( or-
, ding secretary, and Janet Byer's, songleadq.
Membership of the Calloway County High School Senior Beta Club assemble in the Jeffrey gym.
Calloway Beta Club members who attended the Kentucky Convention at Louisville hold the banner
presented to them for installation of Beta Clubs at North Elementary and Marshall County Central High
School
North Elementary School Beta Club members are shown in the school gym. At the left is Mrs. Lucille
Potts and at the right is Mrs. Patricia Lassiter, club sponsors.
East Elementary School Beta Club members are show on the stage of the school 
gym. At right is Tom-
my Brown, club sponsor.
Southwest Elementary SihoTro teta-Club;Metithers are shown on the school grounds. At the-lett Is Mrs
Mary Ruth McCuiston, club sponsor.
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Land Between The Lakes
Short Shots
historical Tour Seat
Land Between The Lakes
March 8
Interested persons will have
the opportunity to relive the
past at Land Between The
Lakes March 8 during an
automobile tour of various
historical sites in the 170,000-
acre public outdoor recreation
area. Participants will visit
retained log structures dating
back to the early settlement of
the area, examine the Great
Western Iron Furnace and
retrace the footsteps of Con-
federate and Union soldiers at
the former site of Fort Henry.
The tour will begin at 1 p. m. at
the South Information Station
located at the intersection of
The Trace and Blue Spring





at Land Between The Lakes
Boy and Girl Scouts within
this area, the National Campers
and Hikers Association, and
TVA are co-sponsoring a Hike
Day at TVA's Land between
The Lakes, Saturday, March 22.
The hike will orginiate at the
Fort Henry Historical Trail
System located in the southern
portion of this vast 170,000-acre
public outdoor recreation area.
The Fort Henry Hiking Trail
Includes 26 miles of marked
loops following wherever
possible the route taken by
General Grant on his march to
capture Fort Donelson during
the Civil War. Registration for
the hike will begin at 8 a. m.
Groups which wish to make 6 to
10 mile hikes should register at
the South Information Station.
Those desiring shorter hikes
should register in the parking
lot at the Fort Henry Trail
System located near Boswell
Landing. No fees will be
charged. Camping facilities are
available at Boswell Landing or
at Piney Campground. There is
no charge for the use of Boswell
Landing; camping at Piney.
Campground is 82.25 per night.
Golden Age Passports are
recognized. Patches for the
Fort Henry Hike Trail and
Landing Between The Lakes,
and the book Fall of Fort Henry
will be on sale at each
registration point. The Order of
the Arrow Scouts from Murray
will give asistance to groups
participating in these events
The day is open to the general
public. For further information
contact Recreation Services
Section, Land Between The





Prehistoric history of the
Kentucky Lake-Lake Barkley
area will be the subject of the
third annual Archaeology'
Weekend at Lake Barkley State
Resort Park, March 14-16. The
workshop is being sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of
Parks and the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
A 82 registration fee will be
charged. Overnight ac-
commodations are available at
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park. An -interest in ar-
chaeology is the only
prerequisite for participating in
the weekend. For further in-
formation or reservations write
Archaeology, Land Between
The Lake,s TVA, Golden Pond,
KY 42231.
Foresters Meet At
Land Between The Lakes
The West kentucky Chapter of
American Foresters met at
Land Between The Lakes
recently for an oreintation to
the resource management
program being practiced in the
area. Twenty-six foresters
representing TVA, Kentucky
Division of Forestry, Kentucky
Strip Mine Reclamation,
Westvaco Paper Corporation,
Consulting Foresters, and the
University of Kentucky at-
tended the meeting.
OUTDOOR LORE is a weekly column dedicated to the hunters, fishermen and others who enjoy the rewords i.f the out of doors
OUR WILDERNESS
Not all of the United States
that is still wilderness is
federally owned or controlled.
Some is in private ownership
and might possibly be handled
and bequeathed from
generation to generation so as
to be preserved. Some is in state
ownership, and certain areas
are preserved as wilderness.
but most of the areas that are
still wilderness in this country
--- and are available for
preservation as such — are in
federal ownership or control.
They constitute an important
part of our public-land heritage.
The oldest and largest area in
the United States preserved as
wilderness is the Adirondack
Forest Preserve. About half of
the 5-million-acre Adirondack
Park is state-owned forest land
— 2,204, 756 acres to be exact —
and is preserved "forever
wild." New York's Catskill
Park contains 234,414 such
acres.
Nearly 2.5 million acres are
thus being protected by New
York State in accordance with
an article written into the state
constitution in 1894. In the Kate
din area in Maine there are
193,254 acres in Baxter State
Park, a wilderness park.
Michigan has preserved
wilderness in the 57,366-acre
Porcupine Mountains State
Park. California has close to
half a million acres in wilder-
ness stretches within a half
dozen of its state parks. There
Anna Faye Taylor, North 8th Street, is pictured here with the 18 lb. wahoo she entered In the







Watches For all Outdoorunen
114 S 5th Murray, Ky. 7531640
are other states too that have
some areas which still preserve
wilderness conditions. Itasca in
Minnesota and Custer in South
Dakota are outstanding
examples. In the aggregate
some 3 million acres of
wilderness in a dozen or so
searate areas are being
preserved by our States.
In federal ownership or
control there are 163 areas with
some 55 million acres in the
aggregate that are already
classified as wilderness so that
they can be included in a
wilderness preservation
program for the future. A map
of "Our Wilderness Preser-
vation System," a copy of which
can be obtained from the
National Wildlife Federation,
shows 48 areas in the National
Park System, 80 within the
national forests, 20 on national
wildlife refuges and ranges, and
15 wildernesses within the
reservations that belong to the
Indians All together, these
units in this wilderness system
make up less than two and a
half percent of our land.
Our national parks have been
called reservoirs of wilderness.
Strictly speaking, they were not
established as wilderness
areas, but their purpose as
defined in the National Park Act
of 1916 is consistent with and
includes wilderness.
This purpose has been
described as dual. On one hand
It into conserve the scenery,
the natural and historic objects
and the wildlife." On the other
hand it is "to provide for the
enjoyment of the same in such
manner and by such means as
will leave them unimpaired for
the enjoyment of future
generations."
In carrying out this purpose
the National Park Service has
so far succeeded in preserving
most of the wilderness in its
custody. Less than a tenth of the
total area of national-park
wilderness has been used for
roads and the accommodations
and installations that sacrifice
wilderness but "provide for the
enjoyment."
Without deducting the per-
centage devoted to roads and
other visitor accommodations
we can put the total acreage of
these 48 National Park System
areas at about 22 million, nearly
15 million in the United States
proper and more than 7 million
in Alaska and Hawaii.
Most of this wilderness is in
parks. Two of the national parks
are without wilderness, but 26
have been described by the
National Parks Association as
"national primeval parks."
They include 13,136,094 acres —
10,949,853 in the United States
246,748 in Hawaii, and 1,939,493
in Alaska.
Twenty of our 83 national
monuments also belong in our
wilderness system on the same
basis as the 26 national parks.
These 20 monuments include 18
in the United States with an
aggregate acreage of 3,865,534
and 2 exceptionally large ones
In Alaska with 4,972,185 acres.
The Cape Hatteras National
Seashore Recreational Area
with 28,500 acres and the
Theodore Roosevelt Memorial
Park in North Dakota with its
71,191 acres are other National
Park System areas that belong
in our wilderness system too.
Our 149 national forests with
their 181 million acres include a
great resource of wilderness.
National forest purposes, of
course, include timber har-
vesting and other enterprises





the national 'forests to im-
portant uses that inevitably
destroy wilderness. That leaves
about 8 percent, or around 14
million acres, that can be
preserved as national forest
wilderness.
National forests are multiple-
use areas. That means that
each area yields the com-
bination of uses best suited to
public needs. On areas to be
saved as wilderness it means a
combination of uses including
watershed protection,
recreation, scientific research,
and others that are consistent
with wilderness preservation.
Fishing and big-game hunting
are important parts of the
recreation use of national-forest
wilderness, as also are pack
trips, hiking, and camping.
The 8 percent of the national
forests preserved as wilderness
has been set aside by the Forest
Service, in four kinds of
designations — privitive,
wilderness, wild, and roadless.
There are an such areas —with a
total acreage of 14,395,971.
The Forest Service policy for
designating some of its lands for
wilderness preservation started
— as far as actual designations
have been made — more than a
third of a century ago, in 1924.
Then the Gila Wilderness Area
was established in New Mexico
by the regional forester. Later
the Chief of the Forest Service
designated a series of such
areas and called them
"primitive." Still later im-
proved regulations for such
areas were adopted and the
names changed to "wilderness'
for those containing more than
100,000 acres and to "wild" for
the hikers. It was the intention
not only to give new areas the
newer names but also to
reclassify all the older
primitive areas.
There are now 44 primitive
areas, with a total of 8,355,983
acres. An even dozen wilder-
ness areas comprise 4,725,077
acres and 21 wild areas have
726, 168 acres. In the wilderness
canoe country of the Superior
National Forest in Minnesota
there are 3 special areas called
roadless that together comprise
1,038,743 acres.
A representative of the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service,
testifying at hearings in June
1957 on a bill before Congress to
establish this national
Wilderness Preservation
System, said that "the future of
many species of wildlife and
game resources generally is
dependent in a large measure
upon the wild lands in public
ownership retaining their
present character."
He went on to state that "the
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife has endeavored,
through the national wildlife
refuge program, to preserve
wilderness characteristics of
the refuge properties." And he
pointed out particularly that
"some species of wildlife are
dependent upon an undisturbed
environment."
There are a great many
national wildlife refuges that do
not include or constitute
wilderness. Many of these,
important as they are to
wildlife, are too small to be
called wilderness. Others have
been made into attractive and
productive wildlife areas by
structures and other works that
would be out of place in
wilderness. At the same time
some of our pristine national
wilderness Okefenokee in
Georgia, for example — is
protected as refuge land.
There are 275 wildlife refuges
and ranges. Out of these there
are 20, containing a total of
13,753,860 acres, that protect
significant areas of unspoiled
primeval country and belong in
our wilderness system. Thir-
teen of these are "refuges" with
a total of 6, 462,949 acres — 4 of
them in Alaska with 5,751,817
acres and 9 in the United States
proper with 711,132 acres. Seven
of the 20 acres are "ranges" and
Include 7,290,911 acres — 1 in
Alaska with 2,057,202 acres and
6 in the United States with
5,233,709 acres.
A quarter of a century ago the
Secretary of the Interior
designated 12 "roadless" and 3
"wild"' areas within Indian
reservations. This has meant
that as far as the federal
government's program is in-
volved these areas are
wilderness, a total of 4,786,520
acres. They belong to the In-
dians, of course. Whether or not
they are maintained as
wilderness will depend on the
Indians, operating through their
tribal councils. Potentially at
least they are part of our
wilderness system, and they do
offer opportunities for the In-
dians to attract tourists as
visitors who can be conducted
on pack trips in Indian coutnry,
with Indian guides.
So our National Park Service,
the Forest Service, and the
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife are not only managing
parks, forests, and refuges for
their own particular programs.
As a part of these programs
they also are protecting — each
in its own way — the areas that
are America's best hope for
saving some of its public land as
primeval wilderness.
Perhaps the Bureau of Land
Management may later find
that some of the public domain
under its jurisdiction is best
suited for wilderness preser-
vation. The Indians will
probably wish to have some of
their reservations remain
wilderness as it has been ever
since their distant ancestors
held them. Possibly there may
prove to be still other areas of
wilderness — federal, state, or
private. But in a very probable
sense these areas that we have
here looked at so very quickly
are indeed our hope for success
in wilderness preservation.
We should accordingly do our
best to see that these areas that
can constitute a national
wilderness preservation system
are preserved unspoiled.
The National Park Service
should be supported and its
hands strengthened in so ad-
ministering the 48 parks and
other areas containing units of
wilderness that they are not
"overdeveloped" and made into
-resorts" for the kind of
recreation that can be enjoyed
elsewhere.
The Forest Service should
similarly be supported so that it
can maintain the areas that it
has designated as wilderness
against pressures for timber-
cutting and other enterprises.
The Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife should be en-
couraged to manage its 20 areas
containing wilderness in a way
to provide for wilderness
wildlife despite pressures or
temptations to "develop" these
lands otherwise.
Preservation of wilderness
should be one of our established
public-land policies.
If it is so declared to be by
Congress, if the agencies that
now have the custody over our
areas of wilderness are
authorized to continue to
manage them ( for whatever
prime purpose) in such away as
to preserve their wilderness
character — then we can well
expect to have a living
wilderness indefinitely, perhaps
forever.
It will rquire no new land-
administering agency, no land
transfers, and will involve no
interferance with any other
program or interest. It will
require only the live concern
American citizens and their
awareness of one of the greatest
resources in our public-land
heritage.
2 Mi. — 94 East _
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BOWFISHING ANYONE?
Bowhunters should find it
quite easy to get back into our
favorite sport during the up-
coming bowfishing season
which will be upon us during
late April and early May.
Newcomers to the sport of
bowfishing will find it to be
quite a challenging and
rewarding activity through
which to join the ever growing
number of individuals who
prefer to hunt with bow and
arrow. Newcomer and old hand
alike will enjoy the fast action
bowfishing offers, the
sometimes unlimited shooting
opportunities, and the difficulty
involved in doing something
which seems so easy until it is
tried. The bowfisherman will
find an abundant supply of
rough fish such as carp and gar
on which to practice his skill fit
is illegal to take game fish with
bowfishing equipment 1 and the
action remains good well into
_the summer. Hunting these
rough fish provides an inex-
pensive, readily available, and
beneficial sport to the
bowhunter-bowfisherman while
It was sportsmen who were
behind the organization and
development of nearly all major
conservation groups. Sport-
smen continue to back the
National Wildlife Federation,
Izaak Walton League and many
others. Even John James
Audubon, patron saint of bird
lovers, was an enthusiastic
hunter.
Hunters spend an estimated
$100 million each year
developing wildlife habitat on
privately owned lands.
Through the purchase of
Federal Duck Stamps, hunters
presently annually contribute
almost $11,000,000 for con-
servation. Since enactment of
the program in 1934, federal
duck stamps have raised over
$140 million.
The colorful and popular
ringneck pheasant, Of which
there are countless millions
today, did not even exist here
100 years ago. He's an im-
migrant, first introduced by
sportsmen in 1882.
providing him the chance to
sharpen up his shooting
technique for deer season.
Bowfishing is quite inex-
pensive to get into even if the
would-be bowfisherman doesn't
own a bow. Several manufac-
turers put out complete kits
consisting of bow, bow reel,
Line, and fishing arrow for
under twenty dollars. Combine
this basic equipment with the
required fishing license and you
are right on top of many hours
of just plain fun.
Bowfishing equipment runs
from plain to fancy as with most
sporting equipment. Arrows are
usually made of tough, solid,f
iberglass or solid aluminum and
are equipped with extra heavy,
barbed heads which allow the
arrow to easily penetrate
several feet of water and then
drive through the fish. These
arrows have to be strong
because fish roll and twist when
hit and a conventional hunting
arrow wouldn't stand a chance.
The barbed heads are
removable or have retractable
barbs making removal of fish
an easy matter.
Reels for bowfishing are
Bowhunter's Bag
ey &my Whim Drew
simply line storage devices
much like the spool of an open
faced spinning reel, The reels
function is to store the fifty feet
or so of ninety pound, or
stronger, line which is used to
haul in the fish. Bowfishing
arrows are drilled out below the
nook to facilitate attaching the
fishing line. Basically, the
equipment is simple, easy to
find locally, and will last more
than one season.
Some additional equipment
may help the bowfisherman
enjoy his sport even more. A
pair of Polaroid sunglasses cuts
down topwater glare and aids
the bowfisherman in spotting
his quarry. Wading boots are
also popular because wasing the
shallow, grassy, shores seems
to be the most productive
method of taking fish by the
bowfishing method.
Shooting at a fish through
water or at the top of the water
is the main problem facing the
vowfisherman once the fish are
found. Light rays bend when
they meet the surface of the
water and the fish that you
clearly see in front of you is
really below the point where he
appears to be. The rule is
"always shoot low!"
Bowfisherrnen usually shoot
over a fish, but soon learn to
undershoot depending on
horizontal distance and depth of
the fish.
At the present time two
competitive bowfishing tour-
naments are scheduled for the
month of May in this area.
Hardin Bowhunters Club will
sponsor both events and dates
will be forthcoming.
Warm weather and the an-
nual raising of the lake are only
a short time away. Water
temperatures in the neigh-
borhood of 59-60 degrees will
bring the carp and gar into the
shallows and the bowfishing
season will be here once again.
Bowfishing offers the
bowhunter great sport at little
cost and a chance to keep his
shooting skills sharp for fall
hunting. The removal of rough
fish also helps game fishing by
improving game fish habitat
and this will put a smile on local
bass fishermen's faces.
Good luck and good
bowhunting!
Occasenal guest columnist, Brion Gooch, pictured here, as he attimpti yet another
first in a long line of fantastic wildlife photos which the author uses to hereto his rtOrieS
Conservation Directory List
Who's Who In Environment
Need to find out about
botanical societies in Hawaii?
Or about forest preservation
groups in New England? Or do
you need the name of the
chairman of the Marine
Mammal Commission?
The answers to these
questions and thousands more
can be found in the National
Wildlife Federation's 1975
edition of the CONSERVATION
DIRECTORY, The new 20th
edition lists more than 1,500
conservation organizations and
over 8,000 individuals.
"The many new listings this
year for international, national,
interstate, state and federal
organizations indicate clearly
that the conservation
movement is still growing,"
said Gloria Decker, editor of the
220-page reference volume.
The new book lists the ad-
dresses, activities, and officers
of such diverse organizations as
the African Wildlife Leadership
Foundation, Inc., in Nairobi,
Kenya, and the International
Pacific Halibut Commission,
established by a convention
between the U S. and Canada in
1923. A large section devoted to
the federal government lists all
Congressional committees and
subcommittees concerned with
the environment as well as
government departments and
agencies. The largest section is
devoted to citizen
organizations, listed by states,
including NWF affiliates in all
50 states, Puerto Rico, Guam,
and the Virgin Islands.
The new CONSERVATION
DIREC1URY .also includes:
—A guide to major colleges
and universities offering
professional training for
careers in conservation and
environmental matters.
—An index of periodicals and
directories of interest to con-
servationists.
—A listing of fish and game





index of officials and leaders in
conservation work.
"The section listing foreign
government conservation and
environmental offices is twice
the size of that section last
year," said Mrs. Decker, "and
that reflects a growing




reference tool for con-
servationists for nearly two
decades, will be available in
mid-January at a cost of $2.50
from the National Wildlife
Federation, 1412 16th St., N. W.,
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The Largemouth or Black
Bass is probably the most
popular gamefish in the con-
tinental United States. This
shallow weedy lake denizen is
most impressive when hooked
on or near the surface,
displaying aerial acrobatics
and deep, powerful runs.
Largemouth spawn in the
spring when water tem-
peratures reach approximately
62 degrees. The male cleans a
dishpan-size nest in sand or
gravel near the shore, and both
male and female guard the nest
until the eggs hatch - usually
within 10 days.
Largemouths are divided into
two subspecies - the Northern
variety which rarely reaches a
weight of 10 pounds, and the
Florida largemouth which is
twice that size in maturity.
Southern TVA lakes generally
produce the largest specimens.
World record is 22 pounds, 4
ounces, 321/2 inches long, 281/2
inches in girth. Caught by
George Perry at Montgomery
Lake, Georgia.
Walleyed Pike
The Walleyed Pike, the
largest member of the Perch
family is probably the most
popular eating gamefish in
North America. Walleyes oc-
casionally reach weights in
excess of 20 pounds, but
anything over 8 pounds is
considered a trophy fish.
The Walleye's range extends
throughout the Northern United
States and Canada with
stocking programs extending
its population to a few Western
and Southern states. The fish
prefers large bodies of clear
cool water. The walleye
generally feeds on forage fish
and spawns during the Spring in
gravel or talus areas.
Spawning begins about the
time water temperatures reach
45 degrees and usually takes
place at night in shallow water
between 1 to 5 feet deep. The
eggs hatch within three weeks,
however spawning success is
limited, as only 5 to 20 of eggs
hatch. With a normal growth
rate, the young Walleye attains
a size of between 4 and 10 inches
by the end of the first summer.
Walleyes travel in schools,
and when one is caught, several
more can usually be caught in
the same area. Their food is
almost exclusively minnows or
small fish during the summer
aria winter months and feeding
periods are more frequent
during the evening hours.
Following the spawning period,
walleyes can be taken during
most hours of the day or night.
They are slow methodical
feeders, taking the bait slowly,
requiring careful patient fishing
methods.
World record is 25 pounds, 41
inches long, 29 inches in girth,




The Striped Bass is one of the
most highly sought after
gamefish in the world
. • • • _v. :
85 SLABS —Sam Rogers (left i and Mason Thomas brought in
this nice stringer of crappie from Lake Barkley last week.
Stringers like this are coming in regular, so if you haven't been it
is time to get your gear ready and go!
Photo by Murray Bait
Turkey Hunting Dates Set
At Land Between
The Lakes
Turkey hunting permits will
be available to the public within
the next few days. Turkey
hunting will be permitted in the
Kentucky sector of Land Bet-
ween The Lakes but only that
area north of U. S. Highway 68,
excluding the Environmental
Education Center and other
areas as posted. No hunting will
be permitted south of U. s. 68 or
in the Tennessee portion.
Hunting will be permitted April
17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, and May 1, 2,
and 3. Only one turkey gobbler
with visible beard per hunter
per season will be allowed.
Hunters are not required to
check in but must check out by
11 a. m., prevailing time. Check
stations will be located near the
junction of The Trace and U. S.
68, and at the North Information
Station near the canal.
Weapons that are permissible
include shotguns, muzzle-
loaders not larger than 12
gauge; only No. 2 shot or
smaller is permitted. Long
bows and arrows are permitted
if the arrows are barbless with
broadhead points at least 7 El -
inch wide. Rifles, crossbows,
and sidearms are prohibited.
Other regulation hunters
should be aware of include:
The use of dogs is prohibited
while turkey hunting.
Residents of states withou
reciprocal agreement with
Kentucky cannot hunt turkey in
Kentucky.
Turkey may be taken with the
aid of hand or mouth operated
calls or both. Electronic calls
are prohibited.
All turkey taken must be
checked out and must be tagged
with area tags provided at the
check station at no charge.
Non-residents may acquire
Licenses at various locations
outside of Land Between The
Lakes for the cost of $27.50.
Additional information may
be acquired at the Information
Station on U. S. Highway 68
near Golden Pond.
There were 19 gobblers taken
from Land Between The Lakes
during the past season. The
average weight was 19k4
pounds, average beard length
was 101/2 inches, and average
spur measurements was 7s
inch. The heaviest bird taken
weighed 211/2 pounds.
BUCY'S GUIDE SERVICE — Boat and all equipment fur-
nished. You gotta be kidding! This guide service supposedly
operated out of Murray Bait Minnow Pond Dock.
Photo by Murray Bait
Belonging to the family
Serranidae or true Basses,
Striped Bass are plentiful up
and down the shoreline of both
coasts, in the gulf, and par-
ticularly in bays and deltas.
This bass is also found in
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes
because of the stocking efforts
of the Kentucky Division of
Fisheries.
There are many historical
references to Striped Bass in
American literature as q staple
of the early colonists. In fact,
their importance was
recognized as early as 1639,
when the General Court of
Massachusetts Bay Colony
ordered Striped Bass protected
for game purposes.
Striped Bass are voracious
feeders and violent fighters and
have been recorded at over 100
Pounds. However, 20 to 30 pound
Stripers are more common.
Murray Bass Club
Installs New Officers
New officers have recently
been installed in the Murray
Bass Club. The President's Plug
now belongs to Jerry mcConnell
for 1975 and can be seen on the
wall at M & M Sporting Goods.
Jerry replaces Fred Herndon
who didd a fine job last year.
A. B. Crass replaces Paul
Maggard as Vice-President;
Larry Ryan taks over the
Treasurer's job from Robert
Lowe, and Hal Barrow replaces
John Belt as Secretary.
Dub Polly is this year's
tournament chairman which








Gerrold Boyd, Owner ,
753-1751 209 7th, Murray, Ky.
West Kentucky Guns
Smith & Wesson
Hand Guns, Rifles, Shotguns
dassiad 
Gerrald Boyd
Phone: 489-2481 after 6:00 p.m.
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
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6-1 Fri. & Sat
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Our New Gun Department
Now Open!
All Makes Of Guns
Well Trade For Anything!
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Located W Railroad Avenue






Hunting & Fishing License




Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
& Hiking Shoes with Speed Lacing and Vibram
_Soles & &els.
1203 Chestnut Phgrie 753-8844
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BATTLING BOB-Murray High junior Bob Wilder 125 just misses a rebound as it slides out of his
hands. Tigers in the picture include Raymond Sims (10), Phil Miller (50), Mark Williams 1151 and
David Frank 1421.
YOU CALL IT-If you were an official, how would you call this one'? Would it be a tripping foul on
Donnie Williams (311 of the Tigers'? Nope. it wasn't. Instead, it was just good defense by Williams as
he forces a Marshall County guard into a walking violation. Andrea Perry 153), who came off the
bench and scored six points and had seven rebounds, watches for the Tigers.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon )
Alabama-Auburn Clash To
Decide SEC Championship
Coach ‘, M. Newton of sev-
enth-ranked Alabama dismisses
the talk of pressure concerning
Saturday's televised contest
with state-rival Auburn which
concludes the Southeastern
Conference basketball season.
"There is no more pressure
for this game than there is for
say Georgia or Florida, be-
cause they all count the same,"
said Newton, whose Tide holds
a one-game lead in the SEC
over Kentucky.
The National Collegiate Ath-
letic Association may have tak-
en some pressure off, too,
Thursday, naming both Ala-
bama and Kentucky to its ex-
V
plaided 32-team held.
However, the Tide, 15-2 in the
SEC and 22-3 over-all, needs a
victory over upstart Auburn to
clinch the title outright.
That could prove important
since the SEC champion will
host the NCAA Mideast region-
al at Tuscaloosa, home of the
Tide. If it beats Auburn, Ala-
bama will face sixth-ranked
Marquette in the NCAA opening
round Mar. 15 at home.
If Alabama loses and Ken-
tucky wins, creating a tie for
the SEC title, the Wildcats
would become the conference
host at Tuscaloosa and meet
Marquette. Kentucky, No. 6 in
Racer Women Win Two
Games In Tournament
The Murray State women's basketball team, after drop-
ping a heartbreaking double overtime game Thursday night
in the Region II Tournament at Elon. N. C., picked up two
wins Friday and will play for the consolation championship
of the tourney today.
In Thursday's contest. the Racers lost 67-66 in two extra
periods to Radford College. In that contest. Debbie Hayes
scored 17 points to lead the attack while Gene Thomason
added 16 and Lois Holmes 14. Other scorers included Cindy
Leimbach seven, Jana Jones six, Dianne Wolfolk two,
Beverly Parrish two and Maddix two.
The first game Friday found Murray winning 55-41 over
Virginia Commonwealth. Holmes paced the scoring in that
game with 19 points while Jones, Thomason and Leirnbach
all had eight. Hayes and Parrish added six apiece.
Then in their final game Friday, the Racers thumped Wake
Forrest 72-55. Hayes scored 28, Jones 15 and Holmes 12. Other
scoring included leimbach with eight, Parrish five, Maddix
three and Thomason three.
The Racers battle today for the consolation title will be
with Madison College of Virginia.
For the tourney championship, Tennessee Tech will meet
Memphis State. Those same two teams clashed in a tourney
earlier in the season at Murray with Tech gaining the win.
The Racers will carry a 15-13 record into their contest with
Madison.
DID YOU KNOW
THAT GRASS CAN GROW
6 INCHES IN THE TIME




IF ITS GOT AN ENGINE-
WE SPECIALIZE IN ITS REPAIR
Our trained mechanics use special tools
..and ClangUn- CIIP4agen1114 iair4-liz .13
your., equipment into running operation






the country, defeated Alabama
twice during the regular sea-
son.
But if Alabama wins, Ken-
tucky will play in the West Re-
gional and meet Western Ath-
letic Conference champion Ari-
zona State, ranked ninth.
Auburn, 11-6 in the confer-
ence and tied with Tennessee,
are prime candidates for either
the National Invitation Tourna-
ment or the Collegiate Commis-
sioners Tournament in' Louis-
ville, Ky., which is made up of
conference rwinersup.
Other games Saturday in-
clude Kentucky at Mississippi
State, Georgia at Tennessee,
Florida at Vanderbilt and Loui-
siana State at Mississippi.
Alabama defeated Auburn
77-53 earlier in the year at Tus-
caloosa but Newton thinks that
outcome will have no bearing
on Saturday's 3 p.m., EDT,
regionally-televised encounter.
"I don't think that one game
makes a difference in the next
one," he said. "Each game is
practically a new season with
players and teams at different
levels."
Tigers Edge Marshalls, Will
Play Lakers For Championship
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
About 20 minutes before the
game began, a super pep hand
from Marshall County broke
into a swinging version of
"Chicago" that would have-'
made James Brown get down.
Now we all know the story
about the great Chicago Fire,
caused by Mrs. O'Leary's cow.
No, Chicago didn't burn down
again. But Marshall County did.
And the fatal scorch was caused
by an animal, only this time, it
was a Tiger.
Playing one of their best
games of the season, the
Murray High Tigers earned a
trip to the Regional Tour-
nament by clipping Marshall
County 60-56 and eliminating
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New Orleans Holds On
For Win Over Warriors
By The Associated Press
"We can't seem to do any-
thing the easy way," said New
Orleans Coach Bill van Breda
Kolff, "but I have to give our
guys credit for playing well at
the right time
The expansion Jazz, door-
mats for most of the National
Basketball Association, have
turned things around in the last
month or so. Friday night they
lapsed into their old ways brief-
ly, falling behind Golden State
by 17 points in the first quarter.
Then they scored a team-record
40 points in the second period
to go ahead for good and held
on for a 110-107 victory
"We gave up too many points
in the second quarter," said
Warriors' Coach Al Attles.
"Those 40 points were a team
record for the Jazz so that is
too many to give them and still
Elsewhere in the NBA, Hous-
ton beat Cleveland 93-86, (hi-
eago. wt by, Angeles WV,-
and Portland topped Phoenix
120-96,
New Orleans won just five of
its first 47 games while threat-
ening league records for futil-
ity But since then the Jazz has
won 12 of 18 games, including
nine of 10 at home, and is fast
approaching respectability, if
not a playoff position,
Pete Maravich was the big
gm for New Orleans with 34
points and led rebounders with
11. Nate Williams came off the
bench to add 20 points for the
winners.
Keith Wilkes led Golden State
with 22 points but Rick Barry
was held to 15, half his Season's
average,
The Warriors lead the Pacific
Division by 6u2 games but have
dropped six of its last 11
games.
Rockets 93, Cava 86
Calvin Murphy's 23 points
and Mike Newlin's clutch shoot-
ing down the stretch • gave
Houston its fifth straight win,
Bulls 89, Lakers 87
Norm Van Lier's free throw
with 17 seconds left gave Chi-
-cage tbe victory.
Itlasers_112, Una 98
Sidriey Wicks scored 35 p, wts
as Portland won as fifth
straight.
Murray High, faced with
either winning in their first
tourney appearance or being
eliminated, carne through when
they had to.
In their first tourney game,
the Marshals lost 51-47 to
Calloway County. And so with
the Tiger win, the super game
for the championship between
Murray High and Calloway
County will be played at 7 p.m.
tonight.
Marshall County led only in
the first quarter, their largest
lead being 8-4. And for the rest
of the game, the Tigers were in
the lead, ranging from two
points all the way up to 11.
The 11-point lead came
midway through the final
period. Leading 51-43, the
Tigers took their first 10-point
lead on a basket by 6-3
sophomore Andrea Perry and
then at the 3:51 mark, 6-5 junior
Bob Wilder followed with a
charity toss, giving the Tigers a
54-43 cushion.
But the Tigers weren't able to
keep the momentum going to
put the Marshals away.
Murray had the ball and a
five-point lead at 56-51 when
with 1:25 left in the contest, 6-3
senior Phil Miller fired up a 15-
footer that rimmed off.
And that opened the gates for
the Marshals.
Getting the rebound and
fastbreaking, the Marshalls
scored at the 1:2e mark as
guard David Reed hit from 10
feet out on the run, leaving
Murray with just a 56-53 edge.
With 1:09 left, Wilder missed
the front side of a one-plus. The
Tigers got the rebound but
Miller was called for walking.
Marshall County tried to work
the ball inside and wound up
missing the shot and a jump
was called. The Tigers got the
tip and with 24 seconds left,
Miller was fouled.
But he missed both his charity
tosses.
Marshall County tried to get
inside again and possibly get a
bucket and a three-point play.
With 11 seconds left, they got
half of the wish.
They missed the bucket but
Reed hit one of his two charity
tosses and Murray led 56-54. A
second later, on the inbounds
play, Miller was fouled. This
time, be hit both free throws
and Murray led by four,
Marshall County scored with
a second left on a layup by Reed
and on the inbounds play,
Raymond Sims was fouled.
After a brief period of con-
fusion, and an argument over
whether or not the game was
over, the officials ruled the
game wasn't over.
But it was. Because Sims hit
both free throws and that
vaulted the Tigers into the
championship. In the District
last year, the Tigers won the
title by defeating the Lakers.
"Everybody did a tremen-
dous job for us," Tiger Coach
Bob TOOD said.
"It was a complete team
game and one of our best
defensive games of the year.
"I thought Marshall County
played a real fine game but I
thought they looked a little tired
at times. Playing two tough
games in two nights has to take
away something."
How did Toon like the of-
ficiating, which was, for most of
the evening, rather loose?
"We feel like if they let us get
inside and go after the ball, we
have an advantage because of
our height so we like to see
rather loose officiating."
Raymond Sims, playing a
great game on both ends of the
floor, fired in 16 points to pace
the Tigers while Bob Wilder,
who pulled down 12 rebounds,
added 14. David Frank, who had
10 rebounds, added 10 points.
The Tigers easily
outrebounded the Marshals, 49-
32. Phil Miller, though scoring
just six points, grabbed off eight
FRANK ON THE REBOUND-Big David Frank, a 8-1 junior
forward, hauls in one of his 10 rebounds to the Murray High
Tigers' 60-56 win over Marshall County. Frank added 10 points to
the Tiger attack,
rebounds while Perry, playing a
super game in the reserve role.
added six points and grabbed
seven rebounds.
Larry McGregor scored 21
points and paced the scoring for
the Marshals. David Reed, who
scored 17, was the only other
Marshall County player in twin
hgures.
With the win, the Tigers go to
9-12 for the season while the
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If you lock a pension plan at
work, the Integon Listener con
help you se up your own In-
dividual retirement plan
Savings under approved pions
ore too- deductible
Beginning January I 1975,
eligible men and women con set
aside a lox -free amount up to
15: of their earned income too
maximum of $1500 each year
David King & Associates
INTEGON '
Mr Fanner
Modernize your grain handling buy
having us erect a Belt Bucket
Elevator on your farm.
1000 to 5000 bushes per hour by simply
throwing a switch
Above is a Ross elevator 25000 B. P. H.
Erected on the Pirtle Farms Inc., Water Valley, Ky.
For Free Estimate Call
Jim Walter
C & S Farm Structures
Clinton, Ky. - Phone (502) 653-4102
Your Franchised Butler Agri-guilder
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